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DESCRIPTION

BRAND

1.1

Rollup Single-Sided - 2 Feet

AMBRO

1.2

Rollup Single-Sided - 2 Feet

BROLO

1.3

Rollup Single-Sided - 2 Feet

BONDO

1.4

Rollup Single-Sided - 1 Foot

ESTRO

1.5

Rollup Single-Sided - No Feet

CABRO

1.6

Rollup Single-Sided - No Feet

FENZO

1.7

Rollup Double-Sided - 1 Foot

DUBLO

1.8

Rollup Tabletop - No Feet

TABLO

1.9

Rollup Tabletop - 2 Feet

INSTO

Rollup Banner Stand
 AMBRO Rollup Banner Stand
This AMBRO single-sided rollup banner stand is the perfect
choice for budget conscious businesses looking for a professional
looking banner stand at a great price.
AMBRO is lightweight and durable, and with the fixed threepiece bungee pole is easy to set up in about 60 seconds without
tools.
The grip top rail, which does not require tape, makes it easy to
install the graphics as well as change the graphic and extend the
life of the stand.
The stand is packed in a black polyester carrying bag with
shoulder strap for easy travel.
They are ideal for locations such as:







Retail stores
Shopping malls
Car showrooms
Trade shows
Conventions
Hotel foyers

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Requires lightweight vinyl (about 10 oz), such as
DECOLIT 251 non-curl vinyl (9.5 oz).
Single sided graphic. (Not included).
Deluxe features at an economy price.
Fixed height three-piece bungee pole.
Two feet with plastic end caps for stability.
UNPADDED polyester carrying bag for easy travel.
Grip top rail for quick graphic installation.
Replacing graphics is fast and easy.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU

1.1

DESCRIPTION

35023

31.5”W x 79"H

35025

33.5”W x 79"H

Rollup Banner Stand
 BROLO Rollup Banner Stand
The BROLO single-sided rollup banner stand has CHROME ENDS
giving it a classy look, yet is an amazing bargain at the price.
Available in 3 popular sizes, it is lightweight and durable. It has a
fixed height bungee pole which is easy to set up in about
60 seconds without tools. The grip top rail, which does not
require tape, makes it easy to change the graphic and extend the
life of the stand.
The stand comes in a padded bag which makes shipping and
transportation easy.
They are ideal for locations such as:




Retail stores and car showrooms
Trade shows and conventions
Hotel foyers

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Requires lightweight vinyl (about 10 oz), such as
DECOLIT 251 non-curl vinyl (9.5 oz).
Single sided graphic. (Not included).
Fixed height three-piece bungee pole.
Two feet with plastic end caps for stability.
PADDED polyester carrying bag for easy travel.
Grip top rail for quick graphic installation.
Replacing graphics is fast and easy.
Anodised aluminum finish.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU

1.2

DESCRIPTION

35034

31.5”W x 79"H

35035

33.5”W x 79"H

35036

39.4”W x 79"H

Rollup Banner Stand
 BONDO Rollup Banner Stand
The BONDO rollup banner stand is the perfect banner stand for
any trade show or exhibition. It is a rugged economical banner
stand which showcases your message with ease.
It features a fixed height bungee pole which makes it easy to set
up in about 60 seconds without tools. The grip top rail makes it
easy to install and change graphics, hence extending the life of
the stand. When not in use, the banner graphics are safely
stored inside the anodized aluminum cassette for future use.
The banner stand is lightweight, comes in an oxford padded bag
for protection and can easily be carried by its carry handle or
shoulder strap from place to place.
They are ideal for locations such as retail stores, shopping malls,
automotive showrooms, hotels, trade shows and conventions.
BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Works best with 13 oz non-curl block out vinyl.
Single sided graphic. (Not included).
Grip top rail for quick graphic installation and replacement.
Deluxe features at an economy price.
Fixed height three-piece bungee pole.
Two long feet for added stability.
PADDED polyester carrying bag for easy travel.
Anodised aluminum finish.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU

1.3

DESCRIPTION

35040

31.5”W x 79"H

35041

33.5”W x 79"H

35043

47.2”W x 79"H

Rollup Banner Stand
 ESTRO Rollup Banner Stand
The ESTRO rollup banner stand is a DELUXE product. It is
lightweight, durable and a great choice for the frequent user.
The cassette has a quarter round profile with chrome ends and is
a good looking banner stand at a very affordable price. It has a
single cast aluminum leg for stability and comes in a padded bag
for storage and easy transportation.
The grip top rail, which does not require tape, makes it easy to
install and change graphics, extending the life of the stand. They
are ideal for locations such as:




Retail stores and shopping malls
Trade shows and conventions
Hotel foyers and automotive showrooms.

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Single-sided graphic. (Not included).
Suitable for 13oz vinyl material.
Fixed height three-piece bungee pole.
Telescopic pole available as an optional extra.
Cast aluminum foot.
PADDED carrying bag for added protection.
Grip top rail makes graphic installation and change easy.
Available in anodised aluminum.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU

1.4

DESCRIPTION

35046

31.5”W x 79"H

35047

33.5”W x 79"H

35049

47.2”W x 79"H

39525

Telescopic pole to 88”

Rollup Banner Stand
 CABRO Rollup Banner Stand
The CABRO is a PREMIUM single-sided rollup banner stand. The
cassette is aerodynamically designed; it features chrome
teardrop cassette ends and no protruding feet.
It is lightweight and durable, easy to set up in about 60 seconds
without tools and is hence a great choice for frequent usage.
The grip top rail, which does not require tape, makes it easy to
change the graphic and extends the life of the stand. It comes in
a padded bag for storage and easy transportation.
They are ideal for locations such as:





Retail stores and shopping malls
Automotive showrooms
Trade shows and conventions
Hotel foyers

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Sets up in about 60 seconds
Single sided graphic. (Not included).
Fixed height three-piece bungee pole.
Telescopic pole available as an accessory.
Teardrop design base is stable without the need for feet.
PADDED carrying bag for added protection.
Grip top rail makes graphic installation and change easy.
Available in anodised aluminum.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU

1.5

DESCRIPTION

35057

31.5”W x 79"H

35058

33.5”W x 79"H

39526

Telescopic pole to 88”

Rollup Banner Stand
 FENZO Rollup Banner Stand
FENZO is a top-selling PREMIUM single-sided rollup banner
stand. It has a slim modern design, wide base and chrome ends.
The graphic installs into the cassette and onto the top rail with
gripper mechanisms, eliminating the need for tape and making
installation and replacement of the graphic easy and quick.
It is lightweight and durable, and is easy to set up in about
60 seconds without tools. A prudent choice for frequent usage.
It comes in a padded bag for storage and easy transportation.
They are ideal for locations such as:







Retail stores
Shopping malls
Car showrooms
Trade shows
Conventions
Hotel foyers

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Single-sided graphic. (Not Included).
Fixed height three-piece bungee pole.
Slim modern design with chrome ends.
Broad base eliminates the need for feet.
PADDED polyester carrying bag for easy travel.
Grip top rail for quick graphic installation.
Replacing graphics is fast and easy.
Anodised aluminum finish.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU

1.6

DESCRIPTION

35026

31.5”W x 79"H

35027

33.5”W x 79"H

Rollup Banner Stand
 DUBLO DS Rollup Banner Stand
The DUBLO double-sided rollup banner stand is the perfect
choice for budget conscious businesses that are requiring a
professional looking double-sided banner stand at a great price.
It features a single wire leg for stability and style, and is
lightweight and durable. The fixed height bungee pole is easy to
set up in minutes.
The printed graphics are stored in the cassette, protecting them
from damage. The grip top rail (no tape required) makes it easy
to change the graphics and extends the life of the stand.
They are ideal for locations such as:






Retail stores
Shopping malls
Car showrooms
Trade shows and conventions
Hotel foyers

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Double-sided graphic. (Not Included)
Deluxe features at an economy price.
Fixed height three-piece bungee pole.
Single wire foot for stability.
UNPADDED polyester carrying bag for easy travel.
Grip top rail makes graphic installation easy and quick.
Replacing graphics is fast and easy.
Anodised aluminum finish.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU

1.7

DESCRIPTION

35067

31.5”W x 79"H

35069

33.5”W x 79"H

Tabletop Rollup Banner Stand
 TABLO Rollup Banner Stand
The TABLO rollup banner stand is a great looking tabletop rollup
banner stand perfect for that focused message.
The cassette is aerodynamically designed as it features chrome
teardrop ends and no protruding feet.
It is lightweight and durable, and sets up in seconds. It is perfect
for counters, tabletops and any small spaces.
When not in use, the printed graphic retracts into the cassette
and is protected from damage.
They are ideal for locations such as:






Retail stores
Offices
Medical practices
Trade shows and conventions
Hotel foyers

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS







Single sided graphic. (Not included).
Fixed height pole.
Stable without the need for feet.
Packed in bag for easy travel.
Teardrop design.
Available in anodised aluminum.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU
35011

1.8

DESCRIPTION
8.25”W x 11.75"H

Tabletop Rollup Banner Stand
 INSTO Rollup Tabletop Banner Stand
The INSTO tabletop rollup banner stand is great for companies
and exhibitors looking to for a tabletop banner stand to spruce
up a presentation table or point-of-sale display.
The retractable design allows the full-color 24”W x 40”H printed
banner to be showcased in mere minutes by pulling the poster
up from the base and connecting it to the discrete vertical
support bar.
Use individually or in twos, threes or fours side by side to create
2’, 4’, 6’ and 8’ displays at table top trade show or conventions.
Less expensive alternative to regular tabletop displays such as
popup and panels displays without compromising on
professional image.
The INSTO is great for use at:





Hospitals
Non-profit organizations
Sales presentations
Trade shows and conventions

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Single-sided graphic (Not included).
24”W x 40”H graphic size.
Sets up and takes down in seconds.
Stabilizing feet that swing out from the base.
Lightweight and portable.
Canvas tote bag included for easy travel.
Budget-friendly display.
Sturdy aluminum frame.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU
35015

1.9

DESCRIPTION
24”W x 40"H

Non-Retract Banner Collection

Section
PAGE

2

DESCRIPTION

BRAND

2.1

X-Banner - Various Sizes

SEKURO

2.2

X-Banner - Tabletop

SEKURO

2.3

L Banner (Aluminum)

DIRECTO

2.4

Cross Base Banner

MODO

2.5

Large Format Adjustable - 8’ & 10’

DRAMO

2.6

Large Format Adjustable - Jumbo

BRUZO

X-Banner Stands
 SEKURO X-Banner Stands
The SEKURO X-banner stand is one of the most cost effective
ways of displaying your banners and is ideal for campaigns and
product launches.
It is lightweight, non-retractable and requires no tools for
assembly. The stand utilizes the X frame to pull the graphic taut
and it is easy to move with the graphic attached.
The grommet mounts are adjustable so that a range of sizes can
be fitted up to the stand’s maximum size.
X-banner stands are ideal for locations (where frequent changes
of graphic are required) such as:
 Retail stores and shopping malls
 Car showrooms and hotel foyers
 Trade Shows and conventions
BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Single sided graphic. (Not Included).
Utilizes the X frame to pull display graphics taut.
Grommet mounts adjusts to fit different graphic sizes.
Replacing graphics is fast and easy.
Graphics attach to the frame with #2 (3/8”) grommets.
Robust three leg construction for stability.
Oxford carrying bag for easy travel.
Aluminum, black steel and fiber glass construction.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU

2.1

DESCRIPTION

35131

Size: 23.5" x 63"

35132

Size: 31.5" x 71"

35133

Size: 47.25" x 82.5"

Mini X-Banner Tabletop
 SEKURO Mini X-Banner Tabletop
The SEKURO mini X-banner stand is effective as an advertising
display and will showcase your company or personal message on
any table top or level surface with ease.
A creative graphic display on the SEKURO X-banner that is
printed on high-quality, stay-flat vinyl, is an effective marketing
tool for events and presentations. It will Increase your
professional brand awareness.
The stand is user friendly with the support spokes unfolding
from the center hub, so when dismantled it can easily fit into a
pocket or purse.
They are ideal for locations such as:







College Fairs
Local fundraisers
Hospitals
Trade Shows and conventions
Hotel Foyers
Restaurants

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Single sided graphic with grommets. (Not Included).
Utilizes the X frame to pull display graphics taut.
Easy to set up in seconds.
Replacing graphics is fast and easy.
Increases your professional brand awareness.
Robust three leg construction for stability.
Compact for easy travel.
Fiber glass and plastic construction.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU
35130

2.2

DESCRIPTION
Size: 9.5" x 16" (10pk)

Deluxe L Banner
DIRECTO Deluxe L Banner



The DIRECTO portable banner stand features a classic L-shaped
design and a large 33.5” x 79” graphic space for artwork.
The banner display is a single sided pop up display with a grip
top and bottom rail for easy installation of the graphics.
The bottom rail slides into the associated clip on the base, and
the vertical rod creates an L-shaped banner display that is
assembled in minutes.
This banner display is made from durable aluminum which
makes it lightweight and easily transportable.
The hardware breaks down into few separate pieces that fit into
a black heavy duty oxford bag which has carry straps for easy
transport to events or trade shows.
Great for:





Trade shows and conventions
Shopping malls
Corporate and product promotions
Automotive showrooms

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Single-sided graphic (Not included).
Grip top and bottom rails for easy graphic change.
Graphic size: 33.5” x 79”.
Strong, stable and stylish.
Fast and easy assembly. No tools required.
Heavy duty oxford bag for easy transportation.
Lightweight and durable.
Banner stand components are aluminum.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU
35144

2.3

DESCRIPTION
L Banner 33.5” x 79”

Adjustable Banner Stand
 MODO Adjustable Banner Stand
The MODO single-sided adjustable banner stand holds the
printed banner perfectly vertical, creating a stronger presence
than banner stands that tilt back.
The graphics are easily installed and secured with the grip top
and bottom rails, making them simple to change. The spring
below the graphic plus the telescopic pole adjust to
accommodate various size graphics.
It has a lightweight design with no loose parts, hence portable
and easy to use. The simple cross base folds flat and the
telescopic pole condenses into a short pole for transportation.
Rolling the printed banner, folding the stand and inserting into
the carry bag is all that is required to dismantle.
Perfect for locations such as:





Retail stores and shopping malls
Automotive showrooms
Trade shows and conventions
Hotel foyers

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Easy to assemble in about 30 seconds.
Lightweight and durable.
Cross base for stability.
Single side graphic 23.6” x 63" or smaller (Not Included).
Graphics attached with a grip rails for easy replacement.
Packed in a black carrying bag.
Made of high quality anodised aluminum.
Weighs about 2.6 lbs without the graphic.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU
35161

2.4

DESCRIPTION
Cross Base Stand

Big Banner Stand 8’ & 10’ W
 DRAMO Adjustable Big Banner
The DRAMO adjustable banner stand is ideal for use as a
backdrop where a HUGE graphic needs to be displayed.
It is versatile and can be used as both a single or double sided
banner display, working equally well with vinyl or dye
sublimation graphics which can be attached with plastic ties or
with top and bottom pockets.
With adjustability on both width and height, the unique
telescopic design can display various large size banners. The
8’W x 8’H does not require or have a middle support, but the
10’W x 8’H has a middle support pole to prevent sagging.
Taking only a few minutes to set up, the DRAMO can be used for
multiple occasions and tasks without any headaches. These
adjustable banner stands are great for:





10’W x 8’H DRAMO Has A
Centre Pole To Prevent Sagging

Retail stores and shopping malls
Automotive showrooms
Trade shows and conventions
Corporate and product promotions

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Single or double sided graphics (Not included).
8’W x 8’H - Graphic 53" - 94"W and 35" - 94"H.
10’W x 8’H - Graphic 66" - 120"W and 35" - 94"H.
Middle support pole on the 10’W x 8’W prevents sagging.
Heavy duty steel feet for stability.
Heavy duty nylon bag for easy transport.
Lightweight and easy to carry.
Banner stand components are black.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU

2.5

DESCRIPTION

35299

Adj. Banner 8’W x 8’H

35297

Adj. Banner 10’W x 8’H

Jumbo Banner Stand
 BRUZO Adjustable Jumbo Banner
The BRUZO adjustable banner stand is designed to make a BIG
impression at an economical price.
Use as a single- or double-sided unit. Graphics can be printed
either on vinyl or brilliant, high resolution seamless dye
sublimation. Graphics can be attached either with grommets and
ties, or with top and bottom pockets for the horizontal poles.
Add spotlights for enhanced impact.
This heavy duty indoor stand is manufactured from heavy duty
aluminum tubing to eliminate sagging and hence does not
require a centre vertical pole. The steel feet ensure stability. It is
tough and durable yet easily adjusts with a simple twist
assembly, and takes only a few minutes to set up.
The BRUZO stands are ideal for locations such as trade shows,
local fairs, store promotions, exhibitions, conferences, award
shows, presentations, and retail applications.
BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Telescopic poles for adjustable graphic width and height.
Single- or double-sided graphics (Not included).
Vinyl or dye sublimation printed graphics can be fitted.
10’W x 8’H stand - Graphics 48"-120"W and 36"-96"H.
10’W x 10’H stand - Graphics 48"-120"W and 36"-120"H.
12’W x 10’H stand - Graphics 48"-144"W and 36"-120"H
Heavy duty nylon bag for easy transport.
Banner stand components are black.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU

2.6

DESCRIPTION

35295

Adj. Stand 10’W x 8’H

35296

Adj. Stand 10’W x 10’H

35294

Adj. Stand 12’W x 10’H

Frame + Hanger Collection

Section
PAGE

3

DESCRIPTION

BRAND

3.1

Poster Hanger Clamps

ASENTO

3.2

Snap Frames

CLICO

Poster Hangers
 ASENTO Poster Hangers
The ASENT0 poster hangers make impactful, eye-catching
window displays in retail stores that are sure to draw the
attention of passersby.
ASENT0 poster hangers are quick, easy and cost effective to hang
and display your promotional graphics. To install graphics, simply
position your graphic in the extrusion and the snap shut clamp
mechanism will hold it in place.
Hang any graphic on the poster snap rails, virtually anywhere.
The poster hangers are ideal for ceiling-hung, wall-mount or
shop window applications and are suitable for locations such as:
 Retail stores and showrooms
 Banks, pharmacies and real estate agencies
BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS







Easy to use. Simply click open, insert poster and click shut.
Suitable for paper, fabric, vinyl and light card posters.
Can be wall mounted or suspended, landscape or portrait.
Manufactured from 1” extrude anodized aluminium.
The kit includes top and bottom rails, ends and hanger.
Individually packed to minimize the chance of damage.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU

3.1

DESCRIPTION

35503

24" Kit (60 cm)

35504

30” Kit (75 cm)

35505

36” Kit (90 cm)

35507

48” Kit (120 cm)

Snap Frames
 CLICO Snap Frames
Create eye-catching professional looking signs and pictures in
seconds with the CLICO snap frames.
To install an insert simply lift the sides of the frame up and place
the graphics between the frame and the plastic sheet.
Each frame comes complete with mounting hardware for
attaching to a flat surface, either in landscape or portrait format.
They are ideal for locations such as:
 Retail stores and showrooms
 Banks and real estate agents
 Hotels, restaurants and bars
BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS







Simply click it open, insert your poster and click it shut.
Clear anti-glare PVC cover sheet protects the artwork.
1” wide x .47” thick frame with mitred corners.
Manufactured from extrude natural anodized aluminium.
Indoor or outdoor use. Weather resistant.
Individually packed to minimize the chance of damage.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU

3.2

DESCRIPTION

35422

8.5" x 11" Frame

35423

11" x 17" Frame

35425

18" x 24" Frame

35426

22" x 28" Frame

35427

24" x 36" Frame

Sidewalk A-Frame Collection

Section
PAGE

4

DESCRIPTION

BRAND

4.1

Plastic Sidewalk A-Frame

COMDO

4.2

Metal Sidewalk A-Frame

METALICO

4.3

Aluminum A-Frame - INDOOR

REVELO

4.4

Aluminum A-Frame - OUTDOOR

BILLO

Sidewalk A-Frame - Plastic
 COMDO Sidewalk A-Frame
COMDO is an all-weather plastic A-frame that is economically
priced, durable and professional looking.
The COMDO is very effective in attracting the attention of
passersby and motivating interest in custom designed, eyecatching graphics.
It is quick to set up and can be used both inside and outside for
attention grabbing messages.
They are ideal for placing outside on a walkway, or front
entrance at such places as:






Shopping malls and office buildings
Convenience stores
Hotels and movie theatres
Real Estate Agents
Exhibitions and conventions

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Double- or single-sided application.
Folds flat for compact storage.
Best with vinyl graphics or with taped-on signs.
Weighs about 10 lbs so is very portable.
Visual Size: 19”W x 32”H. Graphics not included.
Manufactured from plastic polystyrene.
Overall Dimension: 20"W x 35"H x 27"Deep
Packed one per carton.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU
35408

4.1

DESCRIPTION
White Plastic A-Frame

Metal A-Frame
 METALICO Metal A-Frame
The METALICO A-Frame is a MULTI FUNCTION freestanding sign
solution that will withstand most weather conditions.
For use as a REGULAR sidewalk sign:
 Eye-catching self-adhesive full colour vinyl graphics can be
attached directly to the metal panels, or
 Corrugated plastic signs can also be attached with doublesided tape, Velcro or magnets for easy change.
For use as a DRY-ERASE sidewalk:
 Simply wipe off the old message and write on your new
message using any dry erase marker on the sign panel. It is
truly that easy. Schedules, prices, specials, or any other
information that needs to be updated often can be changed
instantly with a dry erase marker.
They are ideal for setting up inside or outside of:





Retail and convenience stores
Shopping malls and fairs
Universities, seminars and conferences
Restaurants and pubs

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS
 Versatile:
− Double-sided blank board for writing on.
− Write your message with dry erase markers.
− Easy to change message for added impact.
− Attach printed vinyl or corrugated plastic signs.
 Graphic size 23.5”W x 35.5”H
 Strong and sturdy metal construction for long life.
 Foldable construction for easy setup and storage.
 Weighs about 20 lbs.
SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU
35412

4.2

DESCRIPTION
Metal A-Frame

Sidewalk A-Frame - Aluminum
 REVELO Sidewalk A-Frame
A-frames are very effective marketing tools as they can be set up
almost anywhere.
REVELO is a lightweight double-sided A-frame sign manufactured
from 1" wide aluminum frame and stands on four short legs.
REVELO is ideal for any business that regularly needs to change
their advertising message to passerby traffic. The graphics are
easily installed and secured in seconds with four spring-loaded
edges which flip open and shut effortlessly.
REVELO comes complete with weather resistant, non-glare
protective sheets made from PVC plastic. It is resistant to water
and dampness and can be used in most weather conditions.
However, the REVELO is not intended to be used in inclement
weather conditions (high winds, rainstorms, extreme heat or
snow storms).
REVELO A-frames are ideal for applications such as shopping
malls, office buildings, convenience stores, restaurants, hotels,
movie theatres, real estate agents, exhibition and conventions.
BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Weighs about 13 lbs which makes it easy to relocate.
Suitable for both indoor and outdoor applications.
Snap-open clamps makes it easy to change the graphics.
Complete with a clear non-glare protective plastic cover.
Folds flat for easy storage.
Visual Size: 23.5”W x 33.1”H
Packed one per carton. Dim. 26.4"w x 41.3"H x 2.4"D
Available in anodised aluminum which will not rust.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU
35402

4.3

DESCRIPTION
Aluminum A-Frame

Sidewalk A-Frame - Aluminum
 BILLO Sidewalk A-Frame
Sway passersby to be potential customers by advertising directly
in people’s line of travel from either direction with the BILLO
aluminum double-sided sidewalk A-frame.
The graphics are easily installed and secured in seconds with
four spring-loaded edges which flip open and shut effortlessly.
The graphics are placed behind a clear, non-glare protective PVC
plastic cover which is supplied with the stand to protect the
graphics from the elements while increasing their longevity.
Unlike some other A-frames on the market, the BILLO A-frame
has a composite aluminum back panel (instead of MDF) which
makes it suitable for both indoor and outdoor applications.
BILLO A-frames are ideal for applications such as:






Shopping malls and office buildings
Convenience stores
Hotels and movie theatres
Real Estate Agents
Exhibition and conventions

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Weighs about 18lbs which makes it easy to relocate.
Suitable for both indoor and outdoor applications.
Snap-open clamp makes it easy to change the graphics.
Complete with a clear non-glare protective plastic cover.
Folds flat for easy storage.
Visual Size: 23.5”W x 33.5”H
Packed one per carton. Dim. 53.5" x 3.9" x 26.8"
Available in anodised aluminum which will not rust.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU
35404

4.4

DESCRIPTION
Aluminum A-Frame

Flying Flag Collection

Section
PAGE

5

DESCRIPTION

BRAND

5.1

Teardrop Flying Flags

AIRFLO

5.2

Flag Bases + Brackets

STANZO

Flying Teardrop Flags
 AIRFLO Flying Teardrop Flags
Printed AIRFLO teardrop flags are an effective eye-catching
solution for your branding at any outdoor or indoor event.
The AIRFLO flag is a lightweight, compact and easy to assemble
banner solution which fits into a neat compact carry bag.
The AIRFLO flag is versatile as it can be used as a portable display
and event sign as well as a permanent advertising fixture outside
a company’s premises.
Teardrop flags are great for use at:





Trade Shows. corporate and sports events
Parks and beaches
Festivals and carnivals
Store fronts, car dealerships and shopping malls

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS








Lightweight, strong and flexible fibreglass poles.
Accepts full colour single- or double-sided flags.
Easy to replace fabric graphics. (Not Included).
Suitable for inside or outside applications.
Compatible with a variety of STANZO bases. (Not included).
Can be attached permanently to walls with brackets.
Includes FREE DELUXE bag with inner pockets.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU

5.1

DESCRIPTION

35301

S - Incl. FREE DELUXE Bag

35302

M - Incl. FREE DELUXE Bag

35303

L - Incl. FREE DELUXE Bag

Flying Flag Bases + Brackets
 STANZO Flying Flag Bases + Brackets

A - PAINTED CROSS BASE

B - CROSS CHROME BASE

C - CROSS CHROME BASE

A - PAINTED CROSS BASE - This is a grey painted steel base. Ball
bearings allow the flag to move freely 360 degrees. Legs swivel
closed when not in use.
B - CROSS CHROME BASE - This steel base is chrome plated. Ball
bearings allow the flag to move freely 360 degrees. Folds up.
C - CROSS CHROME BASE - Chrome plated steel base with brass
insert which allow the flag to move freely 360 degrees. Folds up.
D - WATER BAG – This is designed to be used with a cross base
to provide extra weight in really windy conditions. Simply open
the valve in the bag and fill with water.
E - SPIKE BASE - This chrome plated spike base needs to be
hammered or forced into the ground. Ball bearings allow the flag
to move freely 360 degrees.
F - WALL BRACKETS - These metal brackets are used to attach
flags to walls, floors and roofs at various angles for temporary or
permanent high exposure applications.
SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU

D - WATER BAG

E - SPIKE BASE

180°

90°

60°

F - WALL BRACKETS

5.2

DESCRIPTION

35327

Painted Cross Base - A

35329

Chrome Cross Base - B

35330

Chrome Cross Base - C

35337

Water Bag - D

35322

Spike Base - E

35340

Bracket Vertical 180°

35341

Bracket Straight 90°

35342

Bracket Angle 60°

Literature Holder Collection

Section
PAGE

6

DESCRIPTION

BRAND

6.1

Rollup Mesh - 4 & 8 Pocket

NILO

6.2

Pull Up Aluminum - 6 Pockets

ALUMO

Literature Holder - Mesh
 NILO Literature Holder
The NILO mesh literature holder is an eye-catching sophisticated
literature holder which is available in both 4 and 8 pocket
versions for added versatility.
The stand rolls up, hence is easy to transport and is perfect for
anyone who needs a lightweight and portable literature holder
for their next trade show, exhibit, conference or presentation.
The mesh literature holder sets up in seconds and effectively
displays your marketing materials. It includes a travel bag for
storage and transportation.
They work effectively as well when used in:






Shopping malls
Doctors offices
Businesses
Office buildings
Trade shows and conventions

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Durable fabric pockets hold standard 8.5" x 11" material.
Aluminum frame sets up for use in seconds.
Packed in an oxford carrying bag for easy portability.
Easy to set up and dismantle in minutes.
Includes a carbon fiber tension rod for easy assembly.
Metal footing to keep the stand firmly in place.
Convenient where space is an issue.
Available in black nylon with an anodised silver foot.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU

6.1

DESCRIPTION

35911

4 Pocket Holder

35912

8 Pocket Holder

Literature Holder
 ALUMO Literature Holder
The ALUMO literature holder is the perfect lightweight display to
take with you to your next trade show, exhibit or presentation.
The 6-pocket, portable literature holder is meticulously
constructed and designed in aluminum and clear plastic, hence is
lightweight to carry as well as being stylish.
It folds up fast for immediate use then folds down to fit into its
own aluminum transit case or bag for safe transportation.
The pockets hold standard 8.5" x 11" material. There are three
pockets on each side for convenience.
They are ideal for use at:





Trade shows and conventions
Retail stores and shopping malls
Doctors offices
Businesses and office buildings

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Lightweight and sturdy.
Sets up with ease as it unfolds in under one minute.
High tech styling.
Double-sided acrylic shelves.
Three pockets on each side.
Heavy duty lockable carry case included with SKU 35924.
Collapsible for convenience of travel.
Constructed of anodised aluminum.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU

6.2

DESCRIPTION

35923

Holder In Bag

35924

Holder In Case

Promo Counter Collection

Section
PAGE

7

DESCRIPTION

BRAND

7.1

Plastic Promo Counter

INTERO

7.2

Fabric Promo Counter

BREVO

7.3

Curved Promo Counter

ORBITO

Promotional Counter
 INTERO Promotional Counter
INTERO is a practical and portable demo counter that is designed
to effectively showcase retail product displays, tasters and
promotions. This modular counter is high quality and
lightweight, can be used indoors or outdoors, and is quick and
easy to set up in about 3 minutes.
The graphics can be attached with Velcro for ease of change, or
self-adhesive vinyl graphics can be attached for permanent
application.
The durable PVC moulded counter top is easy to clean and
stands up to the rigours of constant use over a long life. The side
panels are manufactured from ABS and not hollow PVC for
greater durability. The counter includes a PVC moulded shelf for
added convenience.
They are great for product demonstrations at:





Retail stores and shopping malls
Trade shows and exhibitions
Fairs and carnivals
Outdoor events

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Quick and easy to set up in about 3 minutes.
Easy to install smooth vinyl graphics. (Not Included)
Counter weighs about 7 kg in total.
Oxford carrying bag for easy travel.
Durable moulded white PVC plastic components.
ABS plastic sides (not hollow PVC) for greater durability.
Header: 30.3” (W) x 11” (H)
Base 32.3” (W) x 32.3” (H) x 16.1” (Depth).

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU
33366

7.1

DESCRIPTION
Deluxe Counter

Stretch Fabric Counter
 BREVO Stretch Fabric Counter
The BREVO counter is an attractive workstation with versatile
applications: from in-store product demonstrations to trade
shows and exhibitions. The large full color dye sub printing on
three sides is sure to draw attention and make a statement.
It measures 40” high in order to provide a comfortable
ergonomic height for standing at, or to give your audience a view
of your products and literature.
The durable dye sublimation fabric graphic attaches to the
popup frame with Velcro and remains attached even when
stored, enabling fast and efficient setup and take down.
It features a sturdy black wooden top and an internal plastic
shelf for convenience. It is manufactured from aluminum, is
lightweight and collapses to a fraction of its size for easy
shipping and storage.
The counter is ideal for:
 Trade shows
 Conventions
 Product demonstrations
BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Quick and easy to setup in about 3 minutes.
Durable aluminum construction.
Collapsible for easy storage and transportation.
Easy to install dye sublimation graphics. (Not Included).
Graphics stay attached for easy storage and setup.
Counter weighs about 20 lbs.
Oxford carrying bag for easy travel.
Counter can support up to 50 lbs.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU
33361

7.2

DESCRIPTION
BREVO Counter 39.5”

Curved Counter With Shelf
 ORBITO Curved Counter With Shelf
The ORBITO counter is an important marketing tool for
businesses. The 35” wide counter is kidney-bean shaped to
accommodate a person behind it and provides a place for
interaction between buyer and seller.
The counter features a black countertop and base, and a satin
gray PVC wrap so it coordinates with many different settings.
The corrugated plastic body is held in place to the MDF base and
countertop by the use of Velcro.
This construction is lightweight and is easy to transport in two
carrying bags that are included with purchase. A white internal
shelf is an optional extra.
They are great for use at:
 Trade shows and conventions
 Business meetings and presentations
 Product demonstrations and sampling
BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Versatile black and grey color scheme.
Quick and easy to set up and take down.
Durable corrugated plastic body and MDF base and top.
3/16” white internal MDF shelf for added convenience.
Packs into two oxford bags for easy transportation.
Graphics can be attached directly or with Velcro.
Graphic size 34.45"W x 71.25"H
Counter dimensions 35.5"W x 41.0"H x 17.8"D x 22lbs.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU

Internal Shelf

Wrap Bag

Top + Base Bag

7.3

DESCRIPTION

33375

Counter Top + Base

33376

Counter PVC Wrap

33377

Internal Shelf

Lighting Collection

Section
PAGE
8.1

8

DESCRIPTION
Halogen Spotlights

BRAND
BEMO

Halogen Spotlights
 BEMO Halogen Spotlights
The BEMO spotlights are ETL certified and suitable for use at any
trade show in North America.
They have a universal end connection which attaches to our
systems: STILETO and ENDURO. It fits ARKO with the addition of
the bracket accessory. They will also fit many systems from other
manufacturers provided the aluminum bars cross over in the
same direction as ours.
Featuring a swivel head, they are great for directing light on
certain feature displays or for simply creating that warm and
welcoming feeling that enhances every exhibit booth, drawing
people to your booth.
The BEMO spotlights are ideal for use in:





Trade shows
Conferences
Displays
Special events

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS








Swivel head.
200 Watt power.
ETL certified.
Come with 10’ Electric cable.
Black finish.
Easily replaceable halogen.
On/off switch for easy end of day shutdown.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU

CLAMP

8.1

DESCRIPTION

39042

200 Watt Halogens

39061

Clamp - Round Tube

Exhibit Collection

Section
PAGE

9

DESCRIPTION

BRAND

9.1

Popup Graphic - Curved

STILETO

9.2

Popup Tension Fabric - Straight

ENDURO

9.3

Tension Fabric - Vertical Curve

ARKO

Magnetic Graphic Popup
 STILETO Magnetic Popup
The STILETO graphic popup is precision manufactured from
SQUARE aircraft aluminum tubing hence opening and closing
effortlessly as you would expect from a premium popup.
The square tubing has more contact with the connectors, adding
to the stability of the popup, making it easy to hang the panels.
The aluminum frame is rugged, durable and will be trouble-free
for years, making the STILETO popup a great investment.
BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS




Quick and easy set up and take down by one person.
Easy to transport in a rotomolded case on wheels.
200 Watt Halogen Spotlights (ETL certified) available.

POPUP 33711 & 33712 INCLUDE: Popup frame, hanging headers,
bottom stiffeners, roll magnet, and rotomolded case on wheels.
NOT INCLUDED: Styrene panels, graphics, spotlights and
countertop.
SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU

9.1

DESCRIPTION

33711

8’ Curved Popup

33712

10’ Curved Popup

33761

Countertop Wood

33762

Countertop Black

33770

3M Roll Magnet 25M

33777

Hanging Header 67

33774

Bottom Stiffener 63

Tension Fabric Popup
 ENDURO Tension Fabric Popup
Attract attention at your next event with an ENDURO tension
fabric popup display which is the ultimate in frame-graphic
technology. It is amazingly lightweight, yet durable and sets up
and tears down in seconds.
A full colour dye sublimation mural graphic panel attaches to the
frame with Velcro. When you set it up, your graphic is
automatically stretched to a smooth surface.
Once the graphic is installed on the frame it can be left attached
as the frame will easily retract with the graphic intact and fit in a
shipping case, hence saving the exhibitor the effort of having to
attach and detach the graphics repeatedly with each use.
They are ideal for locations such as:




Shopping malls
Car showrooms
Trade shows and conventions

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Dye-Sublimation graphics. (Not Included).
Accepts graphics with or without wrap around ends.
Replacing graphics is fast and easy.
SQUARE aircraft aluminum tubing for greater stability.
Lightweight and durable construction.
Accepts 200 watt halogen spotlights. (Not Included).
Comes in polyester carrying bag for easy travel.
Optional hard cases on wheels available.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU

9.2

DESCRIPTION

33346

3 x 3 Frame (90.5” x 90.5”)

33347

4 x 3 Frame (118” x 90.5”)

Vertical Curve Display
 ARKO Vertical Curve Display
The unique look of the ARKO display, with its vertical curve,
makes it one of the most exciting displays on the market.
The dye sublimation “pillow case” fabric graphics stretches over
the aluminum frame to create a seamless and eye catching
display.
The displays are lightweight, durable and can be set up and
dismantled in minutes.
For quick and easy assembly the display features the Quick Lock
connecter and tubing that is shock-corded together, eliminating
the need to sort and match up parts.
For additional functionality and impact attach spotlights,
36” stand offs, or add a BREVO counter with dye sublimation
graphics to match.
BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Quick-release connectors for easy assembly & disassembly.
Seamless graphic makes it perfect for marketing events.
Zippered “pillow case” design graphics are easy to change.
Dye sub graphics (not included) are machine washable.
Manufactured from 1¼” aluminum tubing.
Lightweight and durable construction.
Packed in carry bag for easy transportation.
Sets up in about 15 minutes.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU

9.3

DESCRIPTION

33206

Back Wall 10’W x 8’H

33212

Stand Off 36”W x 96”H

33201

Tabletop 6’W x 4’H

Anti-Fatigue Tile Collection

Section
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DESCRIPTION
Anti-Fatigue Carpet Tiles

BRAND
STRIDO

Anti-Fatigue Carpets
 STRIDO Anti-Fatigue Carpets
STRIDO is a professional plush looking premium quality
anti-fatigue interlocking carpet tile.
The tiles absorb impact and are a valuable asset to trade shows
where standing for days on end can play havoc on one’s feet and
back ... to the extent that productivity suffers.
STRIDO tiles are quick and easy to install and are a great
alternative to conventional carpeting and flooring. The
interlocking carpet tiles are lightweight, durable, waterproof and
easy to maintain. They are easy to transport and are great for
temporary and permanent floors at:




Trade shows, fairs and conventions
Basements and family rooms
Offices and showrooms

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Tiles are lightweight, durable and easy to transport.
Carpet fabric is 600 gram 3/16” velour.
The EVA foam density is 35-40 degrees.
Each anti-fatigue tile comes complete with two edges.
Easy to install by simply connecting the interlock.
Color and shade may vary within the same order.
Each tile is 24” x 24” and 1/2” thick.
OPTIONAL: TRANSITO bag on wheels holds a 10’ x 10’ area

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU
TWO TILE SAMPLE KIT
1 - 12” x 12” BLACK TILE
1 - 12” x 12” GREY TILE

10.1

DESCRIPTION

10130

10’ x 10’ - Black

10131

10’ x 10’ - Grey

10191

Sample Kit - 2 Tiles

Case + Bag Collection

Section
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DESCRIPTION

BRAND

11.1

Polyester Carpet Tile Bag onn Wheels

TRANSITO

11.2

Soft Round Trolley Case

RONDO

11.3

Rotomolded Hexagonal Trolley Case

CENTURO

Utility Bag On Wheels
 TRANSITO Utility Bag On Wheels
Portability is the buzz word when it comes to trade show
products and the TRANSITO Utility Bag on wheels fulfills this
need by conveniently transporting interlocking floor carpet tiles
to cover a 10’ x 10’ booth.
The TRANSITO Utility Bag on wheels is strong and durable and
will stand up to the rigours associated with trade show exhibiting
without difficulty.
It features a zipper which opens on three sides for easy access to
the products inside, 2 heavy duty wheels for mobility as well as a
set of carry handle for those situations where it needs to be
carried.
Made from 100 Denier Water-Resistant Polyester fabric, the
TRANSITO Utility Bag on wheels is also great for shipping,
protecting and storing all kinds of products such as:





Printed signs
Display stands
Product samples
Table cloths and clothing

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Made from 100 denier water-resistant polyester fabric.
Zipper opens on three sides for easy insertion of product.
Two sturdy wheels for easy mobility.
Handles are used to carry or pull the bag.
A large clear pocket on the side for identification label.
Ships flat, reducing transportation costs.
Open size dim.: 26” x 26” x 15” / 66cm x 66cm x 38cm.
Available in BLACK only.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU
22144

11.1

DESCRIPTION
Utility Bag On Wheels

Trolley Case
 RONDO Round Trolley Case
The RONDO round trolley case is a versatile utility case that is
constructed from plywood. It is lined inside with oxford fabric
and the outside has a denier fabric attached to a heavy-duty
frame on wheels.
As they are less expensive and weigh less than rotomolded cases
while providing good protection, they are being used by many
companies with great success for storing and transporting trade
show displays such as popups and tension fabric popups.
However, unlike rotomolded cases, it does not convert to a
counter for those companies that want a counter.
This utility case is great for all types of storage and shipping
applications such as:





Fabric and graphic popups
All kinds of printed graphics
Rollup banner stands
X-banner stands

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Telescopic handle that assist in pulling the case effortlessly.
Two sturdy wheels for easy mobility.
Carry strap for added convenience.
Hard plywood shell for added product protection.
Plywood construction covered by durable denier fabric.
Zippered lid for easy insertion of product.
Internal size: H 32” x Dia. 16” / 81cm x Dia. 41cm.
Available in BLACK only.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU
22111

11.2

DESCRIPTION
Round Trolley Case

Rotomolded Vertical Case
 CENTURO Vertical Case
The sturdy CENTURO hexagonal rotomolded case on wheels is
great for all types of storage and shipping applications.
Being “square” shaped, multiple cases can be placed together
with minimal wasted space.
With its inline wheels, it is easily manoeuvrable. When used
normally and not abused, the case is almost unbreakable.
Add a fitted wooden top and wrap around graphics and convert
the case into a counter or a display pedestal at a trade show.
Great for shipping and storing items such as:






Popups and tension fabric popups
Rollup and x-banner stands
All kinds of printed graphics
Product samples
Plastic floor tiles

BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS









Durable rotomolded construction for product protection.
Two sturdy wheels for easy mobility.
Removable lid for easy installation of product.
Add a fitted wooden top for displays (not included).
Two lockable catches hold lid to base.
An insert handle which reduces shipping size.
Size: 15 ¾” x 17 3/8” x 39 3/8” / 40cm x 44cm x 100cm.
Available in BLACK only.

SIZES AVAILABLE
SKU

11.3

DESCRIPTION

22256

Hex Vertical Case

22257

Hex Wood Black Top

Innovative
Exhibits
Displays
Signs
Cases &
Flooring

